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Green Spider Network 

24 October -Tallinn 

 

 

Welcome: EU Commission & Estonian Presidency 

Opening of the meeting by the Estonian presidency, Ado Lõhmus, Deputy 

Secretary General in Environment Ministry emphasis on the importance of the 

Green Spider Network ( GSN) as a tool to reach citizen and business and as a 

good platform to share best practices, aiming to get to common understanding 

between policy makers and communication officers. Importance of GSN will be 

mentioned in the Council Conclusions. 

Kadri Kauski reminded that the theme of this GSN meeting is Green Cities and 

introduced the agenda of the day. 

Gilles Laroche, on behalf of the European Commission welcomed the members 

of the network in the new formula of the meeting, co-chaired by the Council 

Presidency and thanked the Estonian Presidency for the organization and hosting 

of the meeting.  

The minutes of the previous GSN meeting were adopted as well as the agenda. 

 

Mapping of Member States communication actions and events for 2018 
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Gilles Laroche insisted on the importance of sharing strategies and priorities 

between GSN Members so that we can identify where are the areas of common 

interest (in order to share material or launch common activities) and also for the 

Commission to look into Member States activities that could be supported or 

scaled up at EU level. 

Information given by the GSN Members were the following: 

 

1. Lithuania 

 Communication activities on daily basis via press release and social 

media. 

 European Mobility Week: proposing special activities for ministry 

employees, encouraging other institutions to get involved in these 

activities.  

 In June takes place the Environmental Day, addressed to people working 

in environmental institutions, forest management, etc. 

 The priorities are consolidation of state forests‘management and 

Environment protection sector reform. 

 Special projects: 

1. Lecture classes organized for environment students, museums, 

exhibitions  

2. Media projects with newspapers and TV shows 

3. Events through the country on waste prevention, pollution 

 

2. Finland 

 Finland has an action plan for sustainable urban development as tool to 

support sustainable growths and sustainable well-being. 

 Green Cities through transport and sustainable mobility, smart 

infrastructure, sustainable public procurement, low carbon approach and 

circular economy.  

 Cutting the energy use of buildings, putting emphasis on the phases of 

building construction. Attempt to introduce sustainable wood buildings 

but difficult oi implement this new project. 

 A project that is running for a few years now in Finland is the network of 

municipalities. Municipalities managed to cut by 30% their emission in 

eight years. 

 Lessons learned from communication activities in this field: 
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1. Coverage by local media of some stories got the attention of national 

media 

2. Small gestures count when mitigating to climate change 

3. Media training for project members at local level delivers positive 

result 

4. Importance of prizes in motivating municipalities. 

 

3. Slovenia 

 

 Several Communication activities: 

1. Plastic bags: awareness campaign focusing on young people 

2. LIFE project “ Capacity Building Slovenia” 

3. Air quality: TV campaign on correct heating device (what can I do for 

air quality?) 

4. Project Frisco1: Slovenian-Croatian project on flood risk reduction 

 

 Green Cities: 

1. Since 2016 Urban Forums are organized in Slovenia (NGOs, mayors, 

corporations), focusing on green, smart and circular cities. Next urban 

forum will take place in spring 2018 

2. Platform for circular  cities: roadmap towards circular economy in 

Slovenia 

3. Partnership for Green Economy: at governmental level 

4. Partnership for Circular Economy: within EU Urban Agenda 

 

4. Hungary 

 

 Activities related to Green Cities: 

1. 10 000 New Trees for Budapest- campaign for tree planting 

2. Hungary in Bloom- competition, for municipalities-how to green the 

environment 

3. Green Cities for the Future- conference in April 2018 

4. Green infrastructure training for journalists in order to get to a better 

communication on environmental issues 

5. Living Garden- book on private gardens that are important part of the 

Green Cities (book available on internet, based on a Dutch project) 

 Several environmental protection campaigns and communication 

activities are organized in Hungary (European Week for Waste Reduction, 
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Plastic Cup, Ugly but tasty program, European Mobility week, Heat 

Smart campaign, Conference on Circular economy in April 2018, etc.) as 

well as nature conservation events (Conference on Biodiversity, 

International Nature Film Festival, Week of Hungarian National Parks, 

etc.). 

 

5. Belgium 

 

 Belgium Federal Authorities: 

1. 2018- Year of the North Sea. "Protect our North Sea" Federal Truck ( 

mobile information), game on how to clean up oceans is proposed, 

PhotoBox ,etc 

2. Safe use of chemicals campaign- a game will be launched for young 

people( purpose: informing and teaching young people how to 

recognize chemical symbols) 

3. #Be biodiversity campaign 

4. Climate change- climate coaches in schools- program assisting schools 

in discussing carbon reduction 

 Belgium Flemish Region: 

1. Public consultation for spatial policy plan 

2. Sensibilization about climate change ( lower heating) 

3. Week of the bee 

 Brussels region: 

1. Presentation of the new building for Brussels Environment: 

o Opening in March 2018 

o Big project in a passive building that will be partially opened for 

public. 

o Hosting exhibitions on environment 

 

6. Greece 

 Green Cities:  

1. Developing national indicators for Sustainable and Smart Cities, 

city services and quality of life (mobility package / transport 

initiatives) 

2. Awareness raising activities- conferences, approaching schools with 

the help of Education Ministries 

3. Sustainable mobility/ 150 sustainable urban mobility plans financed 

by national funds  
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4. Reform of public transport in Athens 

5. Metro in 2020 in Thessaloniki 

6. Sustainable mobility coordinators 

7. European Mobility Week (double entries from 2016) 

8. Car Free day  

9. Green Cities European Awards: a record of nominations and 

participations 

 Waste: 

10.  Green Points ( recycling and reusing waste):Information about 

reward and benefits to the public / public awareness actions in 

cooperation with local governments 

11.  Plastic bags- starting January 2018 plastics bags will not be 

provide for free anymore. New national law applied within 2017 

 Biodiversity: 

12.  Implementation of Goose Life Project, a macroregional project 

several EU countries involved  

13.  Update of Natura2000 areas definition, double areas were defined 

New national law applied within 2017 

14.  Ministerial decision on technical specifications for the countryside 

trail networks. Next steps: creation of a digital national register of 

Environmental Routes 

 

7. Austria 

 Water: 

1. 22 June- Danube Day (since 2004) bring Danube close to people 

(especially children, around 1000 children participated in 2017) 

2. Danube Art Master- children creating artworks from materials 

found on the river bank of Danube 

3. Neptune Waterprize- created in 1999 in order to illustrate 

importance of water 

4. Climate protection award- since 2008. It is the best known in 

Austria for the commitments to water protection 

5. Generation blue- water campaign reaching teenagers (e.g. 

drinking water in schools) 

 

 Green Cities: 

1. European Mobility Week- involving more than 560 

municipalities in Austria 
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2. Bike to Work campaign- more than 12000 participants cycled 

more than 4 million km to work in 2017 

 

8. Italy 

Ministry of Environment is consulted for several environmental initiatives. 

 2017 events: 

1. Meeting of the great rivers of the world- taking action for water 

and climate ( October 2017) 

2. ICITY LAB- Design the strategy of sustainable urban 

development ( October 2017) 

3. Circular Economy- ECOMONDO conference in November 

2017 

4. Report on sustainable production and circular economy- 

November 2017 

 Communication activities on Environmental priority approved in 2017: 

1. National Strategy for sustainable development 

2. National Energy Strategy 

3. Climate Change Adaptation Plan 

4. Strategy for Circular Economy 

 2018 Events and campaigns: 

1. Cycling through the Italian Natura 2000 network  

2. Presentation of special waste report 

3. Presentation of the Urban Environmental quality report 

 

9. Malta 

Planned Communication activities: 

 IAS campaign- inform people on fauna and flora that can be a threat 

for environment 

 Trees and Woodlands protection campaign 

 Science in the City- yearly event ( in 2017 it was on Air Quality) 

 Valetta Green Festival ( 3-8 May 2018- Green Roofs) promoting 

native species 

 

10.  Sweden 
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In 2018, budget for Environment will be doubled. 

 More renewable energy: 

1. Taking responsibility at home- citizens' awareness  

2. Sweden aims to be one of the world's first fossil-free welfare 

nations 

 Reduce transport emissions: 

1. National knowledge center about biking 

2. Bonus for green cars 

3. Taxes for high emission vehicles 

4. Low emission zones for light vehicles 

 Green areas in cities: 

1. Peri-urban green areas 

2. Children’s outdoor environments 

3. Ecosystem services in urban environment 

4. Podcasts to explain how to reduce people's impact. 

 

11.  Latvia 

 Landscape treasure: 

1. Stimulate local authorities to develop landscape projects  

2. Nature Census: Project that will introduce system for measuring the 

value of our nature 

 Communication campaign on waste collection: 

1. Raise awareness on how to sort waste at home  

2. Inform citizens about circular economy and recycling 

 

12. Romania 

 Communication actions proposed for 2018: 

1. Implementing a national awareness campaign for the separation of 

waste for later recycling (TV spots, Radio) 

2. Campaign to promote the use of electric cars (help for purchasing 

electric cars) 

3. Launching the Environment Administration Fund Program for 

installing infrastructure for renewable fuels 

4. Awareness campaign on sustainable mobility 

5. World Environment Day 

6. Mobility Week 2018 
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 Green City 2018- Vacaresti (30 minutes from Bucharest) is the largest 

urban natural park in Romania and in continental Europe and it will be 

highly promoted in 2018 in order for Bucharest inhabitants and tourists to 

learn about the importance of protecting wildlife and nature. 

 

13.  Poland 

 

 Circular Economy: new approach based on the resignation from the "take-

use-discard" linear model in favor of the circular model. 

 Forest Carbon Farms: pilot project planned for 2017-2020, with the scope 

of reducing CO² emissions. 

 COP24: 3-14 December 2018, Poland will host the 24th Session of the 

Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention 

on Climate Change (UNFCCC COP24) 

 Plastic bags 

 Fight air pollution 

 1000 trees 

 European week for waste reduction  

 

14.  Norway 

 

 Saving the tropical forest: 10
th
 anniversary in 2018 

 Green Cities: encourage use of electric cars via tax exemptions 

 Food Waste: reduction of 50% by 2030 

 Marine litter: proposal of  an open-ended working group to consider 

policy responses, closing the existing gaps and means to strengthen the 

global architecture 

 

15.  Czech Republic 

 

 Annual activities of the press department: 

1. EKO film festival-documentary of environmental protection 

2. Photo competition- My magic place  

3. European tree of the year 

 Activities 2018: 

1. EKOMOB- clean mobility 

2. European Mobility Week 
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3. Czech Smart City Cluster 

4. Competition Zelena stuha- village of the year 

5. campaign against using plastic bags (anti-plastic-bags campaign) 

6. air pollution 

7. fight against drought  

8. air quality 

9. light pollution 

 

16.  Slovakia 

 

 Combat the consequences of the drought 

 Green infrastructure for Cities. 

 Electrification of cities 

 Protection of forests 

 Environmental days: Danube Day, World Environmental Day, 

Mobility Week. 

 

At the end of the session, Gilles Laroche thanked GSN Members for their 

very rich presentations. He noted that none of the presentations made by MS 

were referring to EU Green Week 2018 on "Green Cities" or to Natura 2000 

day (21
st
 May). Gilles Laroche reminded the need to mobilize stakeholders, 

citizens and cities for these two events. 

 

Outcome of the Hackathon event 6-8 October-Tallinn 
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The motto of the Estonian Presidency is “Unity through balance”, in this 

spirit Estonia brings together innovative technologies in order to protect 

nature. 

The circular economy Hackathon is a weekend event, bringing together 

creative people working in groups, joining their skills in different fields and 

developing technological solutions for transition to circular economy through 

eco-innovation. 

The teams are established on Friday evening, work together the whole 

weekend and present their prototypes on Sunday evening when winners will 

be announced ( there is a main prize followed by 7 other prizes). 

This year the wining project was "3cular (Sawdust 3D Printer)". 

It consists in creating a 3D printer that uses wood waste and circular design 

to produce new value objects. 

This innovation enables wood and furniture industries produce wooden 

objects faster and easier, saving costs, resources and the environment. 

 

EU Green Week 2018 and other EU communication campaigns 

 EU Green Week 

Gilles Laroche presented EU Green Week 2018. The theme of EU Green 

Week 2018 will be "Green cities for a greener future" and it will cover 

three main pillars: 

1. Governance 

2. Quality of life 

3. Circular Economy 

The aim is to promote participatory approach to urban development, 

engaging local authorities and citizens in starting moving their city 

towards a sustainable future. 

EU Green Week is not anymore a Brussels based event only but a real 

European event like the Mobility week. Partner events will be organized 

everywhere in Europe and the opening and closing of EU Green Week 

will be organized in 2 different EU countries. 

Estonia engaged in organizing a partner event during Green Week 2018 

and Slovenia will organize a forum on Green Cities in spring with a real 

interest in linking it to EU Green Week. 
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Hungary is organizing Green Cities for Future conference in April 2018 

and trying to link it to the EU Green Week. 

During the same period, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia will organize the 

"Heat Smart" campaign. This campaign could also be linked to EU Green 

Week. 

 Other EU communication campaigns  

1. The future communication campaign on the Plastic Strategy (that 

will be adopted in January 2018) was presented by the 

Commission. The focus will be mainly on single use plastics. The 

main countries that will be targeted by the Plastic Strategy 

campaign are Poland, Italy, Greece, Romania, Bulgaria, Spain and 

Portugal. It would be useful to know how many Member States are 

planning communication campaigns on plastic in 2018 and share 

materials.  

2. In 2018, an initiative on pollinators will also be adopted by the 

Commission. This initiative will be accompanied by a 

communication campaign. Again, cooperation with Member States 

will be needed. 

Ecsite presentation 

Ecsite is the European Network of Science Centres and Museums. 

Catherine Franche, the Executive Director of Ecsite made a short 

presentation of the network that gathers 375 organizations from 53 countries. 

With over 40 million visitors per year and 5000 yearly events, Ecsite is an 

engagement platform spreading news and actions. 

Ecsite annual conference is one of the largest science communication 

conferences in Europe, having more than 1000 attendees from 50 countries. 

Pilvi Kolk, member of Ecsite management Board presented AHHAA Science 

Center from Tartu. 

Environment related projects: 

 Sea change- camp with teenagers in a swamp 

 Marina and sea environment- how countries in coastal areas can be 

involved in coastal pollution? 

 Workshops - reusable materials and waste sorting 

 Environmental Investment - study programs for schools 
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 Fairytale mornings- program for children 3-8 years old in order to raise 

environmental awareness through stories 

Herbert Munder, President of Ecsite presented activities of Universum 

science centre in Bremen. 

There are permanent exhibitions split between technique, human and nature. 

Universum is partner of school programs, school labs, training for teachers, 

as well as a dialogue platform between NGOs, researchers and citizens. 

GSN Members should identify Ecsite members in their respective countries 

and engage collaboration in areas of common interest. Ecsite can offer a 

platform for exchanging information, cooperation and dialogue. 

Hungarian Ministry of Environment and Agriculture collaborates already 

with science centres and museums, Belgium is working with the Royal 

Belgian Museum of Natural Science (52 tips for Biodiversity is a common 

project) and Finland cooperated several years ago with biodiversity 

museums. 

 

Nature based solutions community of innovators 

Several projects were introduced by Josefina Enfedaque – European 

Commission DG RTD. 

Think Nature project aims to the development of a platform for nature based 

solutions (NBS) that brings together multi-disciplinary expertise on nature based 

solutions. 

Connecting Nature has the overall goal of positioning Europe as a global leader 

in the innovation and implementation of nature-based solutions and it is 

coordinated by the Trinity College in Dublin. Activities are planned at city level, 

national level as well as European level. 

Mandate GSN & AOB 

The draft GSN Mandate was positively received by the GSN Members. An 

additional amendment was suggested in order to create a core group between the 

3 Presidencies and EU Commission. This core group would prepare the 

meetings and ensure continuity and adequate follow-up of the work. 

It was agreed that next meetings should be organized in a participatory approach 

in order to be able to go deeper in certain themes.  
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It was suggested that the meetings should last for 2 days for the same purpose of 

having the possibility of looking into topics in a deeper way. 

Before the next meeting in 2018, a list of hot topics to discuss should be 

proposed by the GSN Members. 

Lithuania suggested the creation of a platform for sharing documents. 

The GSN website will be updated with a new contact page. 

 

Conclusions 

The timing and place for the next GSN meeting is still to be confirmed. If 

Bulgarian Presidency cannot organize it in Sofia, it will then be organized in 

Brussels. The Commission is waiting for feedback from Bulgarian authorities. 

For the second half of the year, Austria volunteered to organize the GSN 

meeting. 

GSN Members are asked to give feedback to GSN Secretariat regarding the 

themes they would like to work on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


